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CROSSING-SYMMETRIC BOOTSTRAP 

/ * AND EXPONENTIALLY 'FALLING FORM FACTORS 

t John Harte 

1 

Department of Physics, University of California, Berkeley 

and Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

ABSTRACT 

It is shown that form factors with the asymptotic behavior F(t) -
1 

exp(_ltI 2 ) are a consequence of the nonlinear bound state equation for the 

wave function in the crossing-symmetric bootstrap model. This non-linear 

equation incorporates the notion that the constituent particles are, them-

selves, composite. The result is obtained both from the Schroedinger equation 

and the Bethe-Salpeter equation; in the latter case, it is argued that the 

result should be valid for a wide class of interaction kernels. 

* This work was done under the auspices ,of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

t AEC Postdoctoral Fellm'l under contract No. AT(11-1)-34. 
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'I. INTRODUCTION 

An increasing amount of th~oretical speculationl and experimental 

evidence2 _suggests the possibility that the form factors of the strongly 

interacting particles are decreasing exponentially in the momentum transfer 
, 1 

variable It1 2 • Here we show that a particular dynamical model, the crossing 

symmetric bootstrap, may provide the explanation for this behavior. 

The crossing symmetry condition applied to the bound state equation 

in a bootstrap model results in a nonlinear integral eqUation. While this 

equation appears too difficult to solve numerically or analytically, ,.,e can 

.study the self-consistency requirement imposed by this equation on the 

as~nptotic form of the wave-function in momentum space. Our result, which 

't'Te obtain in' a variety of Schroedinger: and Bethe-Salpeter equation models, 
" 1 

is that form factors with an asymptotic behavior F(t) ... exp( -It 12) are the 

only possible solutions of the bootstrap equations. 

A consequence of the nonlinearity of the equati:ons which we study 

is that the constituent particles enter into the dynamical equations in a 

manner consistent with the requirement that they are themselves composite 

particles. It is then, perhaps, no sUY.1>ris~ that, ,.,e obtain our result since 

1 a similar result was obtained recently by Stacle in a different model but one 

",nich also incorporated this requirement on the constituent particles. Stack 

considers an infinite set of linear'Schroedinger equations for the nucleon 

bound in the nucleon-pion channel; the 'nth equation describes the binding of 

the n_lst pion to a "nucleon" which consists of a bound state of a nucleon 

core and n-2 pions. He solves the nth equation in the limit n ~ co under the 

a.ssumption that the "rave function and the form of the potential between the 
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nth pion and the remaining,n-l body system is independent of n. This latter 

assumption seems to us to be difficult to support, however, particularly 

because one expects that as n increases and the constituent particle becomes 

more and more composite then the form factor of that particle, and hence the 

potential which acts on it, should falloff asymptotically with an increasing 

pmler behavior in momentum space. One virtue of our more general nonlinear 

analysis is that this self-consistency between the pctential and the vlave 

function is automatically incorporated. 

In order to illustrate our model, we discuss first a scalar meson 

theory with a ~~3 interaction. Let us consider the scattering amplitude for 

meson-meson scattering with incoming momenta 1'1,1'2 and outgoing momenta ql'~' 

and assume that there exists a composite scalar meson in the two-meson 

channel. We intT01uce a center-of-momentum (c.m.) variable, P, and relative 

momentum variables p,q, defined by 

(1.1) 

and 

(L2) 

Then at the scalar meson pole in the direct channel (p2=MF) the Bethe-Salpete~ 

equation3 in ladder approximation reads 

2 4;f " 
G-1(p )X(p ) _ A. Jd,k X(P,k) o ,1' ,I' - 4 2 2 

(2rr) (p-k)-!l 
(1. 3) 

and is illustrated graphically in Fig. 1. Here X is the Bethe-Salpeter 1'lave 

function, GO is the product of the constituent particle propagato~s, A. is a 

coupling constant, and !l is the constituent meson mass. Thebootstrap 

conditions can now be imposed by requiring that 4 ri = !l2 and that 



t. = (21!)2G~1(p,p)X(p,p)lon shell' 

Our model consists in the replacement of the coupling constant t. 

by a form factor which is determined from the "lave function, thus yielding 

a nonlinear equation, This equation (which has been discussed most intensive~ 

by Cutkosky and cO-Horkers5 ) reads 

G~l(p,p)X(P,p) = ~4kX(P,k)G~1(p,k) 

X X(~ -p,~ +P_2k)[(P_k)2_~2]X(~ +p,~ -p+2k) (1.4) 

and is illustrated in Fig. 2. The crOSSing symmetry is apparent from the 

diagram. Several variations of this equation 'Hill be studied in this paper. 

It is instructive to see the connection between this nonlinear 

equation and the requirement that the constituent particles be composite • 

. In Fig. 3 we show the first iteration of Eq. (1.4). The essential feature 

of Fig. 3 is that the exchanged particle in the kernel of the iterated integral 

equation couples to the constituent particles "l:!.th a composite particle vertex 

function. Successive iterations of this equation generate "cobweb" graphs 
\ . 

which describe a relativistic generalization of· the notion of "infinitely 

composite particle" introduced by Stack. 

A realistic bootstrap is complicated, of course, by the presence 

of many t"lo-particle channels and by the possibility of many different 

particles w'hich can be exchanged in the t and' u channels. However, if all 

particles have form factors with a common asymptotic behavior, the~ our argu-
1 

ments which lead to an exp(-ltI2 ) behavior should still be valid independent 

of this complication. 

He first study in Section II a simple non-relativistic model which 
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incorporates some of the essential features of the more general equation 

discussed above and demonstrate that the asymptotic form factor F(p) --
exp(-Ip!) is a consequence of the bound state equation. Then, in Section III, 

'" 
'He turn to a completely relativistic Bethe-Salpeter equation ~'1hich contains 

the simplification that one constituent particle is taken to be elementary. 

Equation (1.4) is discussed in Section IV, where we argue that our result is 

still plausible in a model Hith no elementary particles. In Section V we 

discuss the effect of higher order interaction kernels in the Bethe-Salpeter 

model of Section III and demonstrate that for a wide class of kernels, our 

result is still valid. Finally, we conclude in Section VI by pointing out 

the difficulty in obtaining our result from dispersion relations. 

II. NON-RELATIVISTIC "BOO'l'STRAP" 

He discuss in this section a Schroedinger equation which inco:rporates 

the nonlinearity of the Bethe-Salpeter equation described in the introduction 

but which is considerably more transparent both physically and mathematically. 

In fact, our model is reminiscent of the Hartree-Fock approxL~ation. Let us 

suppose that we have a spinless, composite particle ''lith mass m and a Ircharge" 

density per) given by 

* per) = ~ (r)~(r) • 
~ .. 'V IV 

(2.1) 

vIe vlish to calculate the wave function of a bound state of this particle in 

a point-source Yukawa potential which couples to the "charge" of the particle. 

We require, however, that the bound state is spinless, has mass m, and, most 

important, has a "charge" distribution which is identical to that of the 

constituent particle. For our potential we therefore take 

f -mr' 
vCr) = A. d3r' p(r-r!) _e--::-_ 

'" _f'v r Y 
(2.2) 
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and the Schroedinger equation becomes 

2 fi'" . d3k1/1(k) , * 
(E.... -E)1/I(p) = d31t1lt(Ic)V(k-P) = ,"f:..C ; 2fi3q1/l (q)1/I(k-p-q). (2.3) 
m t"V N 1'\# '" J:' () #'\J "',.."" '" . p-k +m 

. i-\", "" 

Vie '''ill usually neglect factors of (2rr)3 etc. in this paper as they are 

irrelevant to our results. It is convenient to make the change of variable 

k-p ~k on the r.h.s. of Eq: (2.3) whi'ch simplifies this equation to 
'" rv '" 

OUr object nmr is to shOi-r that the self-consistent asymptotic 

, behavior for the wave-function 1/I(p) is given by 
'" 

() -a .J: 2 1/Ip "'e p. 
IV 

(2.5 ) 

This will imply that the form factor, which is the Fourier transform of the 

"charge" density, has a similar asymptotic behavior. The procedure 'l'rill be 

to substitute various asymptotic forms into the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.4) and then 
" 

. to integrate to determine whether the asymptotic behavior of the l.h.s. is 

reproduced. He shall refer to "rave functions '''hich do have this :property as 

self-consistent wave functions. The question might nOH be raised as to 

'vhethcr the asymptotic hehavior of the integrand determines tlfe asymptotic 

behavior of the integrals in Eq. (2.4)~ We shall show in the course of our 

analysis that indeed it does. 

Consider, first, the asymptotic behavior 

2 
1/I(p) '" e- ap • 

IV - ,'~ \'. ,-

Substituting into Eq. (2.4) we obtain 

2 J 3 -a(k+D)2 f' 2' ( )2 2 -ap d ke IV ~ 3 -aq -a k-q 
p e '" 2 2 d qe e "'.... • 

k +m 

(2.6 ) 

(2.7) 

" 



We denote 

and write 

uhere 

and 

2 F(r) = f (r) 
'" '" 

Inverting the Fourier transform we obtain 

F(k) IV e-ak2/ 2 , 
'" 

Substituting back into Eq. (2.7) we then have the condition 

2 
2 -arl J d3ke-a (!;+J?) _ak2/2 

p e '" 2 2 e . 
k +m 

7 

(2.8) 

(2.10 ) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13 ) 

Now, if the asymptotic behavior on the left and right sides of the above 

equation were identical up to a polyncmial, we could then go back and try a 
2 

nell asymptotic be:tlavior 'IIr(p) '" pne -ap which for some n might be self-consistent.. 
'" 

This is not the case, hOI-lever; as the integral in Eq. (2.13) can be evaluated 

and fro~ tliis eque,tion we obtain the condition 

2 _ap2 -ap2/3 
p e . '" e . 

Thus the left hand side is c)ea~ly not reproduced since the coefficient in 

the p.x:>;'onenGial is different. 
_ap2 ) _ap2 

Suppose, nov!, that we had replaced 'IIr(;e) '" e by 'IIr(;e .... ' e 
2 

+ pne-bp where b > a and n is arbitrary. This ,"ave function has the same 

asymptotic behavior as that given by Eq. (2.6) but behaves quite differently 

for finite p. We have verified that the same asymptotic behavior is obtained 

for the integrals in Eq. (2.7) with this input function as was obtained before. 



,3 
l -."', 

" This can be understood, quite generally, by recalling that the large-p 

behavior of F(p) is determined from the ~mall-r behavior of r2(r) and that 
, '" 

the large-k behavior of W(k) determines the small-r behavior of fer) in the 
"" '" 

t'I'TO Fourier transforms 

) I: 3 2 ) ik·r 
F(~ =Jd r f (~ e '" N 

j 3 ik'r 
f(£) = d k e '" '" t(~) 

which arise in the evaluation of the f'altung 

F(12) = fl31tV(l:)W(~-~) (2.16) 

appearing in Eq. (2.~·). 

Now consider an asy~ptoticbehavior of the form 

(2.17 ) 

We substitute into Eq., (2.1~) and obtain the asymptotic integral equation, 

2 -eJJJ Jd3ke-a:-/(~+l2)2 [3 -a:Jq2 -a.J(q-k)2 
pe N 22 Jdq,e e "'''' . 

, It +m 
(2.18 ) 

Defining 

F(k) j 3 . ~a.q. -aJ( q-k)2 = dqe· e "'''' 
'" 

(2.19) , 

we have " i " ., . \ ~ 

F(~) = fl3rei~·t f2(~) (2.20 ) 

fer) 'fo3 iq·r -aR-'" ,= q e "" IV e (2.21) 

a 

Hence 
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(2,22 ) 

The essential point is that l'ihen this expression is substituted into Eq. (2018) 

then the resulting integral on the right hand side is again afaltung of 

the same form. which we calculated in Eq. (2.J9)$ Using our result, Eq. (2,22) 1 

and taking the asynlptotic limit p ~~, we obtain for the right hand side of 

Eq. (2.18) 

(2.23 ) 

which agrees exactly with the leading asymptotlc behavior i·or the left hand 

side of' Eq. (2.18)! 1'hus the wave function with the aSYJlPtotlc forro. given by 

Eq. (2.1'7) is self-consistent. 

Finally; consider the possible asymptotic behavior 

() 2 2-n 1jf;e '" (p +IJ. ) 

for arbHrary, finite n ?; 10 It is convenient to define the integrals 

which can be evaluated by again introducing Fourier transforms. We obtain the 

results 

Gmn(;£} ~ (t.<!t2 ~r\a~)(p~:~·a+bf}21a2~b2.l 
. '" (p2rmin. (m,n) (2.26) 
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\·,hich, when substituted into Eq. (2.4), yields the asymptotic equation 

2( 2)-n (2)-n· pp "'1' • (2.27 ) 

Hence the asymptotic behavior given by Eq. (2.24) is not self-consistent. 

Since the mathematical complexities of Eq. (2.4) have forced us to 

employ a trial and error procedure for finding acceptable asymptotic solutions, 

our conclusions are not as general as one might hope. We can conclude that 

() :"a.jp2 
the asymptotic form ~ p '" e is a possible asymptotic solution whereas 

i" 
the forms ~(p) '" e-ap pn and ~(p) '" (p2+~/)-n are not. In the following 

<V '" 

section we demonstrate that a similar result holds "'hen the bootstira.p is 

described by a Bethe-Salpeter equation which isa generalization of Eg. (2.4). 

III. RELATIVISTIC BOOTSTRAP 

In this section we treat the relativistic problem of a composite 

scalar particle, called the S-meson, which is a bound state of itself and en 

elementary scalar meson, den\-:·~ed by 0. Taking 0 exchange for the binding 

mechanism, we have the follm~ing Bethe-Salpeter equation in ladder approxima-

tion 

2 2 2 2 A. [4 2 2 
[p -m J[(p-p) -m ]X(p) = 2Jd k X(k)[(P-k) +m ]X(p-k) 
,~) , 

(3.1) 

\'lhich is illustrated graphically in Fig. 4. The variables P,p,l{,r denote four-

vectors throughout this section. This equation should have meaning only when 

the external S-meson momentum is evaluated on the mass shell. We note that 

the equation incorporates the physical requirement that the constituent S-meson 

is, itself, a composite particle; this is evident from Fig. 5 where ''Ie illus-

trate the first iteration of this equation. ~"e have made the simplification 

in Eq. (3.1) of assuming that the wave function depends only on the square of 
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the four-momentum. of the O'Hmeson and not on the remaining invariant which is 

the square of the four-momentum of the off-shell S-meson. 

We can proceed now as we did in,the Schroedinger equation model, 

except for the additional complexity associated with the Mink~Nski met~ic L~ 

( ) () -e:9 () (2 2)-n Eq. 3.1. When the asymptotic forms X p .... e and'll p .... p +J.t are 

substituted into Eq. (3.1) the Kernel is sufficiently well behaved to allow a 

'Hick rotation of the fourth component of the momentum variable which yields en 

integral equation in a Euclidean space. (Care must be taken to define the waV8 
-aJ? -a (p1l. )l/~. 

function e by e and to carry out the Wick rotation on the appro-
2 

priat.::: sheet.) Ho~.,ever, with the asymptotic behavior X(p) .... e -ap the integral 

in Eq. (3.1) is no longer well-defined. This is reflected in the fact that 

o:1e encounters essential singu::"arities alOi.lg the path of the Wick rotation. 

To avoid (but not solve':) this problem, we take c~3 our definition of the 

integral in Eq. (3.1) the well-:'1.efined integral w~1ich one obtains by writing 

the equation from the outset in a Euclidean space. 

Consider first the asymptotic behavior 

X(p) 

and substitute into the asymptoti,c limit of Eq. (3.1) which reads 

We define 

Then 

where 

4 [4 2 
p X(I') .... J d k k X(k)X(p-k) • 

F(r) = f(r)g(r) 

() [4 ikar-ak2 
f r =Jd k e ,e 

'" 

(3.6) 



and 
. d 
g(r) = - da f(r) 

Hence we obtain 

F(p) _~4r eiP.re~r2/2a(1_ ~:) _ p2e-ap2/2 

Referring to Eq. (3.3), ",e have the condition 

4 _ap2·2 _ap2/2 
pe -pe 

12 

(3.9 ) 

and we see that the wave function with an asymptotic behavior given by Eq. 

(3.2) is not self-consistent. 

Now consider the possible solution 

() _~JP2 
Xp -e . (3.10) 

Defining 

() {: 4 -a:Jk?.k - -a.J (p_k)2 2 
F p == Jd k e e k 

we have 

(3.12 ) 

where 

() ~4 ik·r -a.[k2 a 
f r = J d k e 'e = ~2'372 ' 

(r +a ) 
and 

Taking the inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (3.12) we obtain the ~esul~ 

F(p) = [35a2~2t15~SJ . Id:~:::·r 
Thus F(p) is given by the appropriate derivatives of an integral which is 

familiar as the Feynman propagator in conftguration space but here written as 

a function of the momentum variable. Hence 
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F(p) - ~~2f ":.Hf
2
;(iap ) _ p9/2e-aJi?

Comparing this expression "lith the 1. h. s. of Eq. (3.3) we see that the expo-

nential is self-consistent. If we assume the asymptotic wave functic~ 

() 1 -a~ Xp ",-e 
JrPf 

(3.17) 

then, in addition, the polynomial multiplying the exponential is self-consis~ 

and we conclude that Eq. (3.10) provides an acceptable asymptotic form for the 

'!rave function. Finally we have examined the asymptotic behavior 

( 2 2-m X p) '" (p +a - ) • (3.18 ) 

Since the mathematical procedures and the analogies with the non-relativistic 

problem should be clear by now to the reader , we simply state the result that 

on the right hand side of Eq. (3.1) we obtain the asymptotic behavior 

2 2 2-m p (p +m) which is inconsistent with the left hand side which behaves 

asymptotically like p4(p2+m2)-m. It may appear to be possible to "find a self-

consistent polynomial asymptotic behavior when spin complications are included. 

H01l1eVer, it is easy to show that if the S-meson had spin-l/2 then polynomial 

asymptotic behavior is still unacceptable. Since the inverse propagator of the 

S-meson appears on both the left and right hand sides of Eq. (3.1) it is 

unlikely that spin will affect our result. 

IV. NO-ELEMENTARY-PARTICLE MODEL 

It might qe argued that the results we have obtained in the previous 

sections were a consequence of the artificiality of the point-source potential 

in the non-relativistic example and ot the analogous elementary particle in 

the relativistic example. In these models, only the composite particle was 



-treated crossing-symmetrically. So, here we investigate a model with ~o 

elementary particles. One such model, illustrated in Fig. 2, was discussed 
, 

in the introduction. A practical difficulty "'ith this model is that in the 

asymptotic region which "Ie wish to study, the integral equation contains at 

least one wave function in the integra~d ~ith all three legs off the mass-sh~ 

This is in contrast to the considerably simpler situation discussed in the 

previous section where we could take the external S-mesons on the mass shell 

and then determine the form factor as a function of the a-meson momentum which 

was allowed to vary off-shell. Therefore, we shall look again at a Schroe-

din~er equation model, but one in which the point-source of the potential in 

Eq. (2.2) is replaced by another composite particle. 

Let us suppose that we have two identical, spinless pa:;-ticles ",ith 

!lcharg~' density 

* per) = ~ (r)t(r) (4.1) 
'" '" '" 

which form a spinless bound state with the identical "charge" density. Again 

we assume a Yukawa potential which couples to the "charge." Thus 

-mlr '-r 'I 
V(£1'£2) = 0(£1+£2) f'a.3r l ' f'a.3r2 J P(£2-£2 t )P(il-£~',·), ,. ~ Ir"'~ ~"'~ i 'J \. J \. ,-vI -;:;'2 ! 

(4.2) 

In momentum space, V(p) is given by 

veE) = 21 ~ fi31:fo3q1J!* ('~)~* (~)~[(tR,+~)2J~[ (tr~}~)2J 
p +m .. 

and the Schroedinger equation takes the form 
2 . 

(:E.... -m)~(:p) =fi3ID!r(k)V(P-k) • 
m '" '" "'''' 

(1.:..4 ) 

The remarkable feature of Eqs. (4.3), (4 .• 1.~) is the factor of 1/2 

vlhich multiplies the variable E in ~[(~+~)2J and t( (~+~)2J under the integral 

- I 
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signs. To see the effec'(; of this factor we first define 

F(E) :: ft3k 'Jt(~)1jr(;e/2+~) . (4.5) 

-e:Jk2. We now substitute the asymptotic form 1jr(k) IV e and note :' from 0'll" 
IV 

previous result in Eq. (2.22),' that 

a r;:}' 

() 
2 __ "p2 

Fp ..... pe2 • 
N 

(4.6) 

Therefore 

() 
F2(~) p4_~ 

V £ "" 2 2..... 2 2 e (4.7) 
p +m p +m 

and ,,,e recover the coeffj.cient a in the e)."Ponential! The integre.l in :sq. (L: .• 4) 

can then be performed and we see from our result in Sectj,on II that the 

exponentially falling form factor is self-consistent. A more detailed calcu-

lation shmTs that the correct self-consistent asymptotic behavior is given by 

-a.,[;;2 2 
1jr(p) - e ~ /p. In addition, wave functions with the asymptotic behavior 

IV 

ap2 n 2 2 n 1Jr(:p) '" e - p or (p +!l r can be easily shmrn to be inconsistent with Eq. 
'" 

(4.4); the arguments can be made analogously to those in Sections II and III. 

It is seen then, that the replacement of the point-source potential 

in Eq. (2.2) by another composite particle does not affect the validity of 

our result. This makes it a];pear plausible to us that if the a-meson in 

Section III is replaced by a composite S-meson and the point vertex in Fig. 4 

replaced by a form factor, then our result should again be valid. 

V. GENERALIZATION TO ARBITRARY INTERACTION 1<.ER...~L 

We have found that the form factors of the strongly interacting 

, () -a.JTtT particles should behave asymptotically as F t IV e • This result ~'las 

shown to be the consequence of a 'bootstrap model ",ith a crossing-symmetric 
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three-point function and hence one which described the composite and consti-

tuent particles in an identical manner. It is natural to inquire, novl, as to 

the generality of the result. 

The bound state equations ~Thich lle have considered up to this point 

were only approximations to a realistic theory because we treated the inter-

action kernel in ladder approximation. We give a plausibility argument n~'l 

which suggests that the restriction to single-particle-exchange forces can be 

relaxed without destroying the self-consistency of the exponentially falling 

form factor. Let us return to the Sanda-meson model of Section III and 

consider the most general interaction kernel which contains one S-meson line 

and is of nth order in the SSa vertex (see Fig. 6). We assume 

behavior X(p) "" e-aJP'2/JP as given by~Eq. (3.17) and write the 

the asymptotic 

asymptotic 

Bethe-Salpeter equation vlhich results from this interaction kernel as 

This equation is illustrated in Fig. 6. P (k,Pl, •• "p ) is a polynomial in n n 

the internal a-meson momenta and consists of the product of the propagators 

for the internal a-meson lines which begin and end vTithin the shaded circle 

in Fig. 6. We will assume a ACT3 interaction at all vertices within the 

shaded circle and neglect those kernels with closed CT-meson loops since they 

lead to divergences ,,,hich ,,,ould be absent in a correct theory wh:i_ch treats the 
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~-meson as composite. Then it can be shovm that P consists of the product. n 

of n-l propagators. Integrating out the a-function in Eq. (5.2) we o~tain 

for the r. h. s.) denoted by F (1'), the expression 

r e-aJk2 
x L "TkT . 

e -a.Jp~_I" 
.oc-·· .... -. 

.J!Pn_1 1" 

e -a,j (k~l +. • • +P n-l-P )2 ] 

- .Jl k+pI +. • • +1' n-l-p " 
(5~3) 

·vlhich is just a sequence of faltungs of essentially the same form as those vle 

encountered in Section III. The first one, given by the integral around the 

furthest closed loop to the right in Fig. 6, is of the form 

f 1, -a~l· -a.f'(k+Pl+··· +Pn l-p)2 _ " e n- e -
I = dp .. - -n-l n-l 2 .n-, ~n T 

p 1~IP-I' I ~Ik+pl+···+p I-PI n- n- n-

which integrates to give 

-a.J(k+Pl+ •• O+P 2-1')2 e n-
I n_l ..... ~- I -. ' • 

.J,k+PI+···+Pn_2-p! 

Substituting back into Eq. (5.3) we obtain for the second integration 

Continuing this procedure "le· finally come to the last integral "'hich is of the 

form 

(5.7) 
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This is precisely the integral we encounter in the ladder approximation to 

the kernel and we obtain for the r. h. s. of Eq •. (5.2) the a symptot ic expres sion 

F (p) '" p 4 e -a~ /JTPl which reproduces the behavior on the 1. h. s. 

We are tempted to speculate that the eA~onentially falling form 

factor is asymptotically self-consistent in the relativistic, no-elementary-

particle bootstrap model ",ith an arbitrary interaction kernel. However, even 

in the ladder approximation (see Eq. (1.4», the absence of an elementary or 

bare vertex in the relativistic bound state problem forces one to treat a 

nonlinear equation in which the unknO\'Tn wave function depends on three invar-

iants. Ttle defer speculation on this question until a further investigation. 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

OUr discussion has been limited to off-shell dynamical models for 

composite particles. Can our results be obtained from dispersion relations? 

Consider the elastic-unitarity equation for the form fac,tor 

(6.1) 

where pes) is a kinematic factor and T.e(S)is the partial wave scattering 

amplitude. When Eq. (6.1) is substituted into the dispersion relation 

11 00 ImF.e(st) 
F n (s) ==:; 4 ds'. 

J:I H S t -s+iE 
(6.2) 

"re obtain the well-lmcnm result 

[11 00 dS'0.e(st)l 
F n(S) == exp - --;-,--

k .1! 4 s -s J 
(6.3) 

iQhere0.e is the elastic phase shift. In analOgy to Eq. (1.4) it would appear 

natural to approximate Tn(s) in Eq. (6.1) by the scattering amplitude in Born 
'" 

approximation but wit4 the coupling constant replaced by the form factor 

.. 
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appeaI'ing in Eg. (6.1). Thus we set 

(6.4 ) 

-a:Jj t I 
where F(t) ~ e e 

As emphasized by Nandelstam,7 it is difficult to obtain a falling 

form factor on the l.h.s. of Eg. (6.3). The reason is that the asymptotic 

behavior of F(s) is determined by the asymptotic valu.e of the phase shift and 

exponentially falling form fact'Jrs would result from Eg. (6-3) only if 

G ,/00) = 00. NmV', it is lmovm that in potential scattering the condition 

o ioo) = 00 is gene!'ally possible onl:r ",ith a singular repulsive potential. 

Since the Fourier transform of e -afit I is (r2 +a2 r5/2 , hmV'ever, T.e (IS)' as 

given by Eg. (6.4), certainly does not correspond to a singular potential. 

Thus we do not obtain self-consistency bet,V'een the input form factor in Eg. 

(6.4) and the form factor· obtained from Eg. (603) if the former is exponentialJy 

falling. 

To conclude, w'e apologize to. the reader for the rather crude mathe-

matical methods which have been employed in this paper. We hope that the 

results w'hich ",e have obtained here will inspire others to develop sharper 

tools which will allow a deeper exploration into the basic nonlinear eauations 

of strong interaction physics. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Bethe-Salpeter equation in ladder approximation with elementary 

constituents. The solid circle designates the Bethe-Salpeter 1'lave 

function. 

Fig. 2. Crossing-symmetric, nonlinear, Bethe-Salpeter equation in ladder 

approximation. 

Fig. 3. First iteration of Eq. (1.4) illustrating that the constituents are, 

themselves, composite. 

Fig. 4. Bethe-Salpeter equation in ladder approximation with a composite

constituent S-meson (solid line) and an elementary-constituent a

meson (dotted line). 

Fig. 5. First iteration of Eg. (3.1). . 

Fig. 6. Bethe-Salpeter equation with arbitrary interaction kernel of nth 

order in the S-S-a vertex and with one S-meson line. The shaded 

circle represents an arbitrary interaction among the n+2 a-meson 

lines. 
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